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Mind Games New on the Internet:

Author JusticeTI

A community of people who believe the

government is beaming voices into their

minds. They may be crazy, but the

Pentagon has pursued a weapon that

can do just that.

IF HARLAN GIRARD IS CRAZY, HE

DOESN'T ACT THE PART. He is standing just

where he said he would be, below the

Philadelphia train station's World War II

memorial -- a soaring statue of a

winged angel embracing a fallen

combatant, as if lifting him to

heaven. Girard is wearing

pressed khaki pants,

expensive-looking leather loafers

and a crisp blue button-down.

He looks like a local

businessman dressed for a

casual Friday -- a local

businessman with a wickedly

dark sense of humor, which had

become apparent when he said

to look for him beneath "the

angel sodomizing a dead

soldier." At 70, he appears

robust and healthy -- not the

slightest bit disheveled or

unusual-looking. He is also

carrying a bag. Girard's

description of himself is

matter-of-fact, until he

explains what's in the bag:

documents he believes prove

that the government is

attempting to control his

mind. He carries that black,

weathered bag everywhere he

goes. "Every time I go out, I'm

prepared to come home and

find everything is stolen," he

says. The bag aside, Girard

appears intelligent and

coherent. At a table in front of

Dunkin' Donuts inside the

train station, Girard opens the

bag and pulls out a thick stack

of documents, carefully labeled

and sorted with yellow sticky

notes bearing neat block print.

The documents are an

authentic- FULL ARTICLE

Senate Intel leaders say mysterious directed

energy attacks appear to be increasing

(CNN)The leaders of the Senate

Intelligence Committee warned

Friday that mysterious invisible

attacks that have caused

debilitating symptoms appear to

be on the rise against US

personnel.

"For nearly five years, we have been

aware of reports of mysterious attacks

on United States Government

personnel in Havana, Cuba, and

around the world. This pattern of

attacking our fellow citizens serving

our government appears to be

increasing," Senate Intelligence

Chairman Mark Warner, a Virginia

Democrat, and the panel's top

Republican, Marco Rubio of Florida,

said in a statement. "The Senate

Intelligence Committee intends to get

to the bottom of this. We have already

held fact finding hearings on these

debilitating attacks, many of which

result in medically confirmed cases of

Traumatic Brain Injury, and will do

more.

"The statement comes after reports

this week about possible incidents on

US soil that appear similar to the

invisible attacks affecting dozens US

diplomats abroad that cause

symptoms known as "Havana

syndrome," including ear popping,

vertigo, pounding headaches and

nausea, sometimes accompanied by

an unidentified "piercing directional

noise."

CNN first reported this week on a

potential incident near the White

House involving a National Security

Council staffer that occurred in

November, one of several on US soil.

Federal agencies investigating the

matter have not reached a clear

conclusion yet on what happened,

however, or who might be

responsible.

Politico reported this week that the

US is investigating a possible attack

on US personnel in Miami last year.

The US has struggled FULL ARTICLE
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BREAKING: NSA says it will release
records about the FBI’s illegal
snooping on 16,000 people

Last year, Americans learned two of the nation’s largest
surveillance agencies repeatedly violated the law and related court
orders despite training on the procedures set up to protect the
privacy of U.S. persons. After months of stonewalling, one of those
agencies has agreed to hand over documents relating to how the
other agency illegal spied on thousands of people.

The FBI flouted the law and the National Security Agency ignored
a rule to safeguard civil liberties when these agencies gathered or
searched emails and other communications gathered from U.S. tech
and phone companies, under a statute designed to produce foreign
intelligence, ruled Judge James E. Boasberg, presiding judge of the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, in an opinion made public
in September of 2020. FULL ARTICLE

AI Can Now Learn

What Faces You

Find Attractive

Directly From

Your Brain Waves

They say beauty lies in the eye of

the beholder, but in actuality, it

goes far deeper than that.

The concept of physical beauty

resides in the mind, defined by

whatever features we find

attractive in other people's faces.

These subtle preferences represent

some of our most private inner

thoughts – but that doesn't mean

they can't be monitored, and

perhaps even predicted.

In a new study, researchers used

electroencephalography (EEG)

measurements to identify what

kind of facial features people found

to be attractive, and then fed the

results to an artificial intelligence

(AI) program.

The machine learning system –

termed a generative adversarial

neural network (GAN) – was

first able to familiarise itself

with what sorts of faces

individual people found

desirable, and then fabricate

entirely new ones specifically

designed to please: tailored

visions of synthesised beauty, as

unattainable as they were

perfect. FULL ARTICLE

TI Library New Documents

ELECTROMAGNETIC WEAPONS

AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Evidence of Remote Neural

Monitoring or Carefully Planned

Disinformation

What our governments do not

tell us Weapons based on

radio waves - electromagnetic

weapons
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MICROWAVE WEAPON CONCERNS
SPREAD TO DEPARTMENT OF

HOMELAND SECURITY
On Thursday, DHS Deputy Under Secretary for Management Randolph

D. Alles sent a memo to department personnel encouraging them to

report “unexplained health incidents” to medical officials within DHS or

to the State Department. The memo goes on to announce that “DHS is

partnering with our interagency colleagues to ensure comprehensive

public health protocols are implemented and care options are available”

to affected personnel. A DHS official provided the memo to The Intercept

on condition of anonymity to avoid professional reprisal.

The memo suggests that concerns about “multiple symptoms following an

unusual auditory or sensory event,” in the past limited to the State

Department and CIA, have spread to DHS, an agency unlike the other two

in that its operations are primarily domestic (although some of its

personnel do operate in foreign countries). Claims of mysterious health

problems, mostly neurological, first originated among several State

Department diplomats in Cuba in 2016 — earning the broad range of

symptoms the moniker “Havana Syndrome.” FULL ARTICLE

Magnetism Plays Key Roles in DARPA

Research to Develop Brain-Machine

Interface without Surgery

Some of the most exotic research involving magnetism is sponsored by

the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, known as DARPA.

One of their programs, literally, boggles the mind as it delves into areas

once considered the realm of science fiction and could lead to new

medical breakthroughs.

Under its Next-Generation Nonsurgical Neurotechnology (N3) program,

scientists at prestigious research labs are exploring how to make wearable

brain-machine interfaces that could ultimately enable diverse national

security applications such as control of active cyber defense systems and

swarms of unmanned aerial vehicles, or teaming with computer systems

to multitask during complex missions.

The agency recently awarded funding to six organizations for the second

phase of the program which began in 2018. Taking the FULL ARTICLE

US Patent 3951134A

Remote Neural Monitoring

MK-Ultra: The CIA
Infiltrates The
Human Psyche

MK-Ultra was a CIA program taking place

between the 1950s and 1960s. As a

response to rumours of Cold War

antagonists performing mind control

techniques on US prisoners of war. This

article examines the projects origins,

methodology, and aftermath.

The United States Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA) has a legacy. With great

misfortune, that legacy has arguably been

more controversial than positive in the eyes

of the public sphere. Now, it is far from

charitable to paint a broad stroke of

generalizations over the entirely of the CIA

and its past, present, and future

operations. It is impossible for individual

citizens to know the breadth and depth of

the CIA’s operations, successes and

failures. FULL ARTICLE
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The International Coercive Control Conference 2021

What is meant by coercive control?

Coercive control is an act or a pattern of acts of assault, threats,

humiliation and intimidation or other abuse that is used to harm,

punish, or frighten their victim. … This has marked a huge step forward

in tackling domestic abuse.

The 1st Annual International Coercive Control Conference is scheduled

virtually for Friday Oct 1st and Saturday Oct 2nd. This event promises to

be an event that engages us all in the necessary conversations to end

Coercive Control.

Learn what Coercive Control is and isn’t and its role in abuse, how

Coercive Control works in our gendered world, the various impacts of

Coercive Control on women and children, and emerging legal, public

health, and other frameworks that provide better protections to victims

of Coercive Control. FULL ARTICLE
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